The entire transport system will transform into an integrated transport system in response to future trends and demands. The EU Skilful project defines the impact on job profiles across all transport modes and at all levels of work and duties. Changing and emerging job profiles require training which on the one hand makes use of the latest training and education methods, while on the other meeting the need for the acquisition of special competencies, skills and abilities. The demand for individualization of training contents will soar in the interlinked global world and integrated transport systems.

An additional questionnaire was conducted in the spring of 2018, in the assessment of the maritime and transport sectors. The answers of course lecturers and organisers concerning present and future needs and lifelong learning issues were instructive, with most of the people having concrete ideas about lifelong learning.

Courses will therefore include future oriented contents, a practicable registration procedure with information for qualified trainers capable of tailoring course contents to the specific focus of the course and participants’ requirements, giving excellent lectures with relevant learning material and real usable factors, clear structure, practical parts, remarks of concrete relevance, communication parts for improving soft skills, experience exchange and learning from other participants, intercultural aspects for globalization, reconciling mixed group needs and requirements and learning to learn methods, using different adult suitable methods and finally focusing on emotions to capitalize on the motivation to learn.

Lifelong learning is a key issue for successful employers and employees.

1. INTRODUCTION

More than 11 million people in Europe are directly employed in the transport industry (EU Transport Policy, 2014; European Commission, 2014; EUROSTAT, 2011; Transport in Europe, 2016; Deliverable D1,1), accounting for 4.5 % of total employment in the European Union. If transport equipment manufacturing is included, the figure can be increased by an additional 1.5 % of EU employment in the direct and indirect transport sector (EU Transport Policy, 2014; European Commission, 2014; EUROSTAT, 2011; Transport in Europe, 2016; Deliverable D1,1).
Transport is changing due to the new impacts such as globalisation, electrification, smart technologies, 3-D-printing, alternative fuels, more renewable energies, alternative propulsion systems, big data, automatization, new transport concepts like mobility as a service, transport on demand and autonomous vehicles (Deliverable D1.1). Other aspects, like demographic change, global warming or climate change, will likewise influence the transport sector.

Employability has a central role in the Europe 2020 strategy and the Education and Training 2020. Vocational education and training, academic qualifications and lifelong training have a direct impact on employability and chances of employability.

Due to the future changes in professional positions owing to the mentioned paradigm shifters and game changers like, for example green and smart transport, automatization, digitalisation and innovative transport concepts, there is a perceived lack of education and training, including in the field of lifelong learning. There are:

- Jobs/positions which will be eliminated or vanish in the short-term, medium-term and long-term horizon (Deliverable D1.1),
- Jobs/positions which will emerge in the short-term, medium-term and long-term horizon (Deliverable D1.1),
- Jobs/positions which will change in the short-term, medium-term and long-term horizon (Deliverable D1.1).

The EU Skilful project, funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, is mainly focussed on the development of skills and competences of future transportation professionals at all levels and for all modes. The “Skilful” aimed to identify future transport trends across all transport modes, establish the main impacts on present job profiles and finally to give recommendations for the future for low-, middle- and high skilled employees. This paper refers mainly to the maritime sector.

2. FUTURE TRANSPORT ISSUES

2.1. Maritime Transport Trends

Transport will change in the next decades due to growing population, urbanisation and changes in consumer needs. (Tipping, Schmal & Duiven, 2016).

Non-industrial, underdeveloped regions and countries suffering from overpopulation and/or food shortage caused by climate change will be forced to import more food and consumer goods. Price policy and availability will be decisive for the origin of these goods. Transport will change in Europe as well, due to infrastructural limitations. There must be a movement towards more seaborne and rail-borne short-distance transport, instead of transport by trucks or other road vehicles.

India and China will be number 1 in total population. People tend to live longer, couples will grow less children and the society will become richer. China, the USA and India will be the biggest economies in 2030. Consumer purchasing power will increase until 2030, with the developing Asia growing by a factor of eight and the OECD region by a factor of three. (Argyros & Smith, 2013)

Maritime transport mode currently accounts for nearly 90 % of global trade transport. (Castonguay, 2015; UNCTAD, 2017)

Climate change costs will increase, causing water shortages in southern regions like Africa or Australia, with global warming reshaping the coastal zones. (Argyros & Smith, 2013; Saxon & Stone, 2017)

The transport of raw materials and resources will increase due to the global population growth, climate change and the anticipated impacts of easy 3-D-printing which will influence consumer demands and shipping tonnage. Easy 3-D printing is estimated to have real global impact approx. 20-50 years from now. (AEB, 2016; Müller & Karevska, 2016; DHL Trend Research, 2016)

2.2. Autonomous Shipping and New Shipping Routes

The usage of the Arctic and Atlantic trade routes will increase due to global warming and the minimization of ice, while the Suez Canal will probably lose importance. Unsafe passages will be avoided. (Argyros & Smith, 2013; Saxon & Stone, 2017)

Autonomous shipping will partly increase at different stages of long distance passages or short tracks. Another important factor will be the autonomous shipping of the future. Several levels of remote-controlled, partly and fully autonomous ships will be developed in the next decades and used in short and long distances shipping, all traversing the same oceanic waterways. (AAWA, 2016; MSC 98/20/2; Parasuraman, Sheridan & Wickens, 2000; Twomey & Berry, 2016; Blanke, Henriques & Bang, 2017; DNV GL, 2019)

Another new application are automated mooring systems. (Cavotec, 2017)

2.3. Alternative fuels: Decarbonisation, Electrification / Energy / Environmental Protection

Transport by ships is currently the most energy efficient mode of transport, anticipated to become increasingly decarbonised like other transport sectors due to the finite nature and instability of fossil fuel supply and the necessary reduction of greenhouse gases. However, the efforts will depend both on the availability of marketable alternative fuels which will replace today’s heavy fuel oil and on the already starting era of LNG or LPG, methane or electrification by fuel cells, already approved by the IMO. There will be a need for the establishment of
supply infrastructure for the comprehensive, nationwide use of alternative fuels.

China will become the largest oil consumer in 2030, and the US the biggest natural gas consumer. Natural gas consumption in the Middle East and Europe will overtake oil consumption in 2030. China and India will have the biggest steel consumption in the world, causing iron ore to remain an important seaborne cargo in 2030. (Argyros & Smith, 2013)

New technologies will support green, smart and clean power supply in the port shore connections, as well as the reduction of energy consumption, and effective control and management of available energy. (Grolinger et al. 2016; Acciaro & Wilmsemeier, 2015)

Another important factor is the increasing awareness of the protection of the maritime inventory and the sensitive marine ecosystems. The number of initiatives to develop technologies which reduce the negative impacts of humans on the ocean, e.g. reduce underwater noise and optimize shipping efficiently, will grow. (Hagen, 2017)

Moreover, the ocean, as the home of blue biotechnology and resources, will come into greater focus as means to meet the increasing demand for food and medicines, as well as a potential source of renewable energy, like optimized offshore wind turbines, ocean tidal power stations or ocean current power plants. The ocean will consequently come under even bigger pressure as a space for different existing and new uses and demands.

2.4. Digitalisation “Maritime 4.0”

The maritime industry is one of the most important economic sectors of the future and has to come to terms with more than one megatrend like the fourth industrial revolution, the digitalisation.

Ports will become increasingly interconnected and digitized. Appropriate infrastructure is of great importance, with the use of the data obtained emerging as a new field of interest in reaping valuable efficiency, security and energy saving benefits. (Hagen, 2017; Jahn, 2017)

On the other hand, data management, evaluation, safety and flow are new problem areas. The opportunities of digitalization are the development of new processes, production, ship operations, port and cross-modal aspects, as well as the overall port logistics. Innovative port technologies will become key competitive advantages. Process modifications are anticipated to increase efficiency. The collection and consolidation of data, combined with intelligent forecasting models for weather, navigation, ship operation and specific (cargo) vessel data, interconnected with hinterland traffic systems and logistics centres, will develop into an optimized logistics chain with efficient ship and port operations. If production is also connected, digital lifecycle management could no longer be merely a concept of an entire logistics chain. The safety of all networked systems is one of the most important factors for the future. (Shaikh, 2017; Hiranandani, 2014)

2.5. Shipbuilding

Sustainable, smart, green shipbuilding will become the main task and a new business field in the yard industry of the future, with integrated complex systems to meet the expectations of the next decades. Climate friendly and environmental friendly products will have big potential. Shipbuilding industry has to adjust to the future trends in shipping, e.g. by building more passenger ships to meet the needs of growing population and due to the negative balances of freight transport, taking advantage of opportunities like 3-D-printing or the naval industry, due to the increasing risks of terrorism or private interests. There will be big differences between Europe, Asia and America. There will be more competition between Asia and Europe. IT-based development in ship design and shipbuilding will result in increased innovation dynamics, faster implementation and customization, small series at competitive costs. 3 D printing will also come to be used in production. Material, component and system providers are very important actors due to the fact that 70-80 % of added value in ship construction is created by the supplier business makes shipyards future system integrators.


The development of offshore oil and gas exploration and exploitation technology will go hand in hand with the opening up of new mining technically challenging fields like deep-sea mining for gas hydrates and renewable energies like ocean currents. Blue biotechnology and deep sea mining require the use of deep-sea robots, unmanned remote-operated vehicles, state-of-the-art digital observation technology, production of powerful offshore oil and gas conveyors. Floating platforms will also be an option for innovative systems- likewise meeting the needs of new zones for population.

2.7. Retrofitting /Maintenance

Services will become one of the most sought-after working fields of the future. The need of qualified retrofitting and repair workforce for ship and port operations, shipyards, supply business, machinery and equipment manufacturers, will grow owing to the increasing number of ships, plants and uses in the ocean.
The use of constantly evolving digital technologies is important. The effective realization of potential for innovations, further development of new technologies, strengthening cross-innovations for cross-sectoral development of technologies and activities, interdisciplinarity and the growing innovative power are required. Worldwide harmonization of international standards will be the main success factor in the maritime industry. For Europe to be competitive, it must harmonize interfaces and data formats. Strategic partnerships seem to be one of the most promising components.

### 2.8. Education and Training

Over 1.2 million people are directly employed in the shipping industry as both seafarers and port workers. If logistics, supply chain management and other shipping related businesses are included, the figure increases to tens of millions worldwide. (Castonguay, 2015)

The increasing trend of utilization of complex systems in maritime-related businesses and the use of new, smart information and communication technologies and digitalisation in shipping, port logistics, offshore and maritime technologies will transform the skills required of maritime professionals to include more extensive or specialised contents and abilities. (Hagen, 2017; DNV GL Shipping, 2019)

Ongoing digitalization requires the development of a trustful dialogue between educational and training institutions, in addition to the promotion of education and training. The development of qualified personnel will be the main task of the future. Investment in not only hardware and software, but also in human resources will secure and create many maritime jobs, although their profile will dramatically change.

### 2.9. Endangered Jobs, Changing Job Profiles and New Job Profiles

The trends and the set of consequently required skills and competencies suggest that the following job profiles will be eliminated in short (2020-2030), middle (2030-2045) or long term horizon (from 2045/2050) (Bekiaris & Loukea, 2017; Ahern et al., 2019). Over the next couple of decades, mainly manual jobs are anticipated to become obsolete and replaced by technical and automated jobs using electrification and new technologies like automation and robotics. Recurring workflows and repetitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Endangered Job Profiles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Own summary in accordance with Bekiaris &amp; Loukea, 2017; Ahern et al., 2019].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangered maritime transport job profiles in the short term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual port operators (e.g. stevedores, machine operators, conductors, loaders/unloaders, mooring personnel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual warehouse operatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket issuers and ticket controllers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight forwarders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic centre staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerks handling transport documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onsite/Outdoor maintenance staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspectors/Quality inspectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedulers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing personnel (blue collar worker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
operating cycles in a static environment will be replaced by robots and automated machinery. Digitalization will accelerate workflows, rendering low-skilled, straightforward, simple bureaucratic jobs, paperwork and simple tasks redundant. Jobs involving the application of simple rules and simple decision making will also be replaced by computerized automatism and technologies. The blue collar worker executing manual tasks will become increasingly unnecessary, owing to the new maintenance philosophy and servicing modes preferring the replacement of entire units, like in the airplane industry, and well-organised maintenance in specialized workshops instead on-site. Experts will program machinery and computers to learn about maintenance and failures, after which the machines will learn by themselves (artificial intelligence). Autonomous driving will replace real drivers and intelligent networks, steered by intelligent predicting computer programmes using multiple sensors enabling them to take all traffic participants into account will take over the operation of autonomous vehicles and ships. Security duties will be replaced by watch-keeping drones, sensors and decision-making intelligent data programmes. (Bekiaris & Loukea, 2017; Ahern et al., 2019)

There will be a transition period in which jobs will completely or partly vanish or change. This interim period will be very important for innovators, employees and employers since accumulated existing and available knowledge needs to be saved and carefully transferred into new technologies. This circumstance will be decisive for the speed of implementation of new technologies, the pace of process adoption and sustainability. Employees have to be motivated, open-minded, convinced and even fearless. Employers have to take the employees along and give them the opportunity to influence the processes, change their minds in their own time and decide to lend valuable support to the altered processes. Nevertheless, all groups participate in system alteration, have to find their new roles and fulfil their tasks.

Alteration implementation should be a bit easier in the case of changing job profiles, since there should be a basis to work on and a starting point for the adoption of new topics, instruments, processes and technologies. The traditional manual work processes will be replaced by workflows using robots and machinery. Employees are familiar with the traditional workflow, the starting point, the materials used, the support systems and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changing Maritime Transport Jobs</th>
<th>New maritime Transport Job Profiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
<td>Logistics managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Operators</td>
<td>Global freight forwarders/ managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket issuers &amp; controllers</td>
<td>Logistic operators at terminals &amp; delivery dispatchers/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight forwarders, Logistic centre staff</td>
<td>City logistics service providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking clerks &amp; travel agents</td>
<td>Experts on AI, Digital transformation, Big data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation schedulers/planners</td>
<td>IoT developers, IoE Engineers, 3D Printing Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility planners</td>
<td>Automation &amp; Robotics experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service personnel</td>
<td>Innovators development &amp; maintenance of automated systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer suppliers &amp; suppliers planning, Custom officials</td>
<td>Predicting engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing staff</td>
<td>Alternative fuels distributors &amp; Alternative fuel station operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel station operators, fuel distributors and retailers, fuel quality control personnel</td>
<td>Charging station operators &amp; managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime traffic police</td>
<td>E-charge maintenance technicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security controllers</td>
<td>Remote flying object operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT engineers</td>
<td>Automated vehicle operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security managers</td>
<td>Drones operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving license instructors</td>
<td>Designers of autonomous vehicles, ships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security &amp; cyber security experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal services personnel and privacy protection specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Info-mobility experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethics and law specialists in transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobility integrators &amp; MaaS aggregators/ Integrated transport system planners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart delivery: Transport planners &amp; tool developers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the procedure until the product is manufactured or achievement realized. Parts of this traditional flow could be easily replaced owing to knowledge and established procedures. Furthermore, innovation has always been a part of work and there has always been awareness that job profiles are living, not frozen, fixed and unchanging.

However, the introduction and the establishment of new job profiles will be a more challenging process. Completely new systematic, technological, economic, legal and ethical issues will emerge, as well as crosscutting tasks. New curricula have to be compiled, appropriate conditions defined, prerequisites met, lecturers and trainers educated and national bodies involved in the approval process.

There is a need for further sustainable employment of people who already work in this area and are losing parts of their job profiles. According to these findings, there is a need for the training and education of people whose jobs are changing, as well as for the implementation of new education and training courses for emerging jobs.

Elderly people should be motivated and encouraged to pursue lifelong learning, have an intrinsic motivation to learn about new topics and technologies in order to be up to date with their jobs and flexible enough for the employment market. This is not the sole responsibility of the employees, but of the employers as well, in the sense of good governance, responsible and sustainable human resources policies.

There are different levels of knowledge, different working conditions, levels of knowledge, skill and technologies used across Europe. For different reasons, employees need individualized training schemes for successful learning, motivation and sustainable training, as well as to maximize the effectiveness of the training and education for the employer. Additionally, there is also a lack of training and education courses for future job profiles.

Lifelong learning is a key factor if one does not want to miss the boat.

3. LIFELONG LEARNING

The international framework for lifelong learning and training refers to the work of the OECD, UNESCO, ILO and the EU. The European Commission Communication "Making a European area of lifelong learning a reality", published in November 2001, is the main EU document on lifelong learning. This document emphasizes the importance of lifelong learning for four objectives: personal fulfilment, active citizenship, social inclusion and employability/adaptability.

Lifelong learning includes all purposeful learning activity, whether formal, non-formal or informal, undertaken on an ongoing basis with the aim of improving knowledge, skills and competence.

The European organisation for education, including lifelong learning, is the "Education, Audio-visual and Culture Executive Agency" (EACEA) supported by the Eurydice Network (EURYDICE) (Council EU, 2015), which facilitates European cooperation in the field of lifelong learning by providing information on education systems and policies in 38 countries and by producing studies on issues common to European education systems.

3.1. Legal Framework


3.2. Benchmarks for Participation in Lifelong Learning

In May 2002 the Council adopted the “Reference Level of European Average Performance” (Benchmark) in the framework of the “Education and Training 2010” lifelong learning process: “In a knowledge society individuals must update and complement their knowledge, competencies and skills throughout life to maximise their personal development and to maintain and improve their position in the labour market. – Therefore, by 2010, the European Union average level of participation in lifelong learning, should be at least 12.5 % of the adult working age population (25-64 age group).”

The “Strategic Framework for European Cooperation in Education and Training” adopted in May 2009 also contained a benchmark for adult participation in learning to be achieved by 2020. According to this main goal, the average of at least 15 % of adults aged 25 - 64 should participate in lifelong learning. Both benchmarks were ambitious. This figure was reached neither in 2011, nor in 2016. (Adult Participation…., 2016) Adult learning...
statistics in the European Union (EU) are based on data collected through the labour force survey (LFS) and the adult education survey (AES). The Adult Education Survey (AES) is one of the main data sources for EU lifelong learning statistics. In this context adult learning means the participation of adults aged 25-64 in lifelong learning. Four forms of further educational activities were formulated:

- courses or courses at work or leisure,
- short-term educational or training events, like lectures, trainings, seminars or workshops,
- on-the-job training (e.g. scheduled instructions or training by supervisors, colleagues, through trainers or teletutors),
- private lessons during leisure time (e.g. driving lessons for driving license, coaching lessons in sports, music lessons, tutoring lessons).

In the AES, lifelong learning, limited to the 18-64 year old group, is the starting point for capturing various learning. On the conceptual basis, the CLA (Eurostat 2016) includes three types of learning: Formal Education (FED, means regular or formal learning), Non-Formal Education (NFE, contains continuing education) and Informal Learning (INF). These three different types of learning vary depending on the degree of their organisation. (Bilger, Behringer & Kuper, 2013)

### 3.3. Labour Force Survey (LFS)

The reference period for participation in (formal and non-formal) education and training are the four weeks immediately preceding the interview, as is usual in the LFS. In 2016 in the EU-28, the share of persons aged 25 - 64 who participated in education or training was 10.8 %; which is 1.7 % more than in 2011. Denmark, Sweden and Finland had much higher shares of adults’ participation in lifelong learning in the four weeks preceding the interview. The Netherlands, Estonia, Luxembourg and France were the only other member states of the European Union to reach the 15 % benchmark. In Austria and the United Kingdom the participation rate in 2016 came close to the 15 % benchmark with 14,9 and 14,4 % respectively. Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Croatia, Poland and Greece have the lowest rates of adult participation in lifelong learning with 4.0 % or less. In the EU-28, women’s participation rate of 11.7 % in 2016 was higher than the men’s 9.8 %. However, it should be pointed out that the shares for both were higher in 2016 than in 2011. (Vemuri, 1993)

### 3.4. Adult Education Survey (AES)

Information about education and training is also available from the AES. The data shall be interpreted in addition to the LFS which contains information about participation in education and training in the four weeks before the survey interview. The difference between the methods used by the AES and the LFS is the reference period, i.e. the LFS is concerned with participation in education and training during the 12 months preceding the survey interview. Furthermore, the AES is carried out only every 5 years. According to the AES 2011, 40.3 % of persons in the EU-27 aged 25-64 took part in education and training (during the 12 months preceding the interview), the majority of which was non-formal. Participation rates in education and training in the EU-27 were almost the same for men and women. While in Finland, Latvia and Lithuania women participated in education and training more frequently, men had higher representation shares in the Netherlands and Germany. In 2011 the participation rates of younger persons (aged 25–34) in the EU-28 were nearly twice as high as those of older employees (aged 55–64). (AES, 2011)

The three most cited among the eleven obstacles to participation in education and training are:

- no need for training (50.0 % in the EU-27)
- lack of time due to family responsibilities (20.9 %)
- and conflict with work schedules (18.0 %). (AES, 2011)

Judging from the legal framework and the ambitious benchmarks, access of European employees to lifelong learning varies significantly and there is a considerable difference between northern and southern countries, as well as in their economies. Employees who live in the north have a better chance of taking up future trends, improving their employability and taking next career steps, and employers in the north invest not only in modern technologies, but in human resources as well.

### 3.5. Lifelong Learning Strategies

“You can’t teach an old dog new tricks- can you?”

Lifelong learning and training means all learning activities undertaken throughout life to develop competencies and qualifications, with the aim of improving knowledge, skills and/or qualifications for personal, social and/or professional reasons.

#### 3.5.1. Advantages and Obstacles for the Society, Employers and Employees

Lifelong learning and training are advantageous for societies, employers and employees. The advantages of lifelong learning are manifold: societies benefit from employees who share new technologies, from new impulses and other branches. Lifelong learning increases mobility, internationality and employability. Less time is lost due to sicknesses, insurance and social system costs decrease. Incentives for employers, like grants or tax benefits, could be provided by the state. Certificates, keeping the human resources and preserving accumulated knowledge. Motivation increases and fluctuation decreases, improving the independence of companies. Other advantages for the employer are increased critical thinking, problem solving, preparedness and willingness to work. As for the employees, the
advantages of active participation in lifelong learning are high qualification, ability, eligibility. Added values for the employees could be incentives like paid leave for education, more vacation or even higher wages.

On the other hand, lifelong learning and training have to overcome the same obstacles as societies, employers and employees.

It is not an overstatement to say that the availability, quality and quantity of a society's technical infrastructure could be obstacles, as could the acceptance of appreciation of lifelong learning, social motivation and financial support by the administration and existing conditions like employment and qualification. With respect to employers, the four greatest obstacles are the loss of working hours, personal gaps, costs and organizing efforts. Furthermore, there is fear of overqualification of personnel, interlinked with the fear for turnover and fluctuation, and last but not least, fear of leadership problems in case of smart employees. Obstacles encountered by employees are money, effort, time, fear of asking the boss, bureaucracy, demotivation, lethargy. Some employees also have fear of the new or fear of failure, and problems with the acceptance of personal and professional setting and environment.

3.5.2. Half Life of Knowledge

An individual's available knowledge changes throughout his/her life. That's another reason why everyone needs lifelong training. Current expertise and knowledge become irrelevant, incorrect or lost over time. While half of the knowledge obtained in school is lost after 20 years, 50 percent of knowledge gained at the university is forgotten in 10 years. The value of professional expertise plummets by 50 percent after 5, technical knowledge after 3 and IT expertise after 1 – 2 years. As for content relevance, knowledge from the field of mechanical engineering can be said to become incorrect or obsolete after 20, medical knowledge after 10, traditional marketing after 7 years and social media marketing after 1 year or less. (Vemuri, 1993)

3.5.3. Social Lifelong Learning Framework

The framework of lifelong training includes aspects like legal requirements, the mandatory nature of the course or lack thereof, the time aspect, costs and duration, as well as the existence of standards for courses, their content and objectives, or lack thereof.

![Figure 1. Social lifelong learning framework.](image)

External reasons for lifelong learning in the maritime sector could be mandatory, like obligations under international law, such as the STCW-Convention, the related SOLAS codes or national regulations. Another external, but compulsory reason could be - depending on the requirements of industrial standards like BIMCO and INTERTANKO - company policies, taking into account accidents, extraordinary political developments like refugees in the Mediterranean, 9/11, pirates or environmental concerns.

3.5.4. General Lifelong Learning and Training Content

In the following scheme all content-related aspects of lifelong learning are visualised. There are competences and skills falling under the heading health (3 types of grey) in which individuals should be trained and educated, although the team (dark grey) is also an important aspect which should be involved in lifelong training. The lifelong training process is characterised
### Table 3.
Time-related training schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>According to legal Requirements</td>
<td>STCW refresher all 5 years + new courses or training by the job (familiarization)</td>
<td>All 2-3 years</td>
<td>Monthly, every half year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>All 2-3 years</td>
<td>Minimum Variant + knowledge, skills, team, general and object related individual</td>
<td>Intermediate Variant + individual needs oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Education and Training only according to the law (mostly knowledge-oriented), general</td>
<td>Minimun Variant + knowledge, skills, team, general and object related individual</td>
<td>Intermediate Variant + individual needs oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>According to the law</td>
<td>Needs of company</td>
<td>Needs of trainee and company, individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>According to the law, general</td>
<td>Needs of company</td>
<td>Needs of trainee and company, individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability / Preservation of knowledge, skills</td>
<td>According to the law sufficient, but less effective, not suitable e. g. for ICT</td>
<td>ICT conform</td>
<td>Best variant, enough time for refreshment of various contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of knowledge, skills</td>
<td>Only according to the law, topics identified by authorities, administration, less growth because of less time / periods</td>
<td>Corresponding to interval and objects, better than minimum</td>
<td>Excellent possibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuality</td>
<td>Sufficient, but sometimes delayed because of slow law enforcement</td>
<td>More actual</td>
<td>Up to date, also including newest technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>According to the law, at first sight minimum effort but...</td>
<td>More expensive than minimum variant on first sight, but...</td>
<td>More expensive variant, but only on first sight...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( + (in principle) &quot;unvalidated&quot; informal learning by the way in all variants, only depending on the person him - or herself)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.**
Lifelong learning and training content columns scheme.
by inner (orange) and outer conditions (yellow). Various methods used in lifelong training are suitable for the education and training of adults. The necessary basis for every lifelong training is the ability and competence of "learning to learn".

The courses are dispersed across Europe, since proposing and offering institutions are located, for example in Germany, Slovakia, Lithuania, Finland and Spain. The institutions planned, structured and prepared various courses in anticipation of future trends in the transport industry, striving to meet the requirements of changing and emerging job profiles. Due to the preparation of various courses, the selected and preferred tools, instruments and studied methods were mentioned in the answers. Sometimes the answers were influenced by the organisers who opted for the use of strict frames and tools, or by the surroundings and prerequisites. The lecturers often offered answers from their lectures, selected their preferred methods and even conclusions from other former courses or participants’ wishes in feedback forms were included in the solutions and methodological and structural frames or course boundary conditions. Finally, the answers were collected, structured and are presented below as assessment results.

4.1. Methods Used in the Lifelong Learning and Training for Adults

Methods used in lifelong learning courses offered by institutions, limited to the Skilful Project, vary from knowledge-based methods and learning to learn, to evaluation, feedback and knowledge consolidation. Course descriptions contain concrete methods, provide information on the general way in which adult participants are taught in the specific training course and main approaches used in the lectures. The individualisation and adaptation of training content to participants’ needs and requirements, issues raised during training, as well as to the level of their understanding, depending on the background of the participants, is important. The different solutions used in the training courses were analysed using the objects of lifelong training methods, ideas for motivation, practical parts and communication. The results of this analysis are summarized and presented in the section below.

Adults, being experienced workers and employees from every branch, do not need academic theories – rendered unnecessary by their experience and real understanding of the job requirements. Instead, they need lectures which combine new theories, help them refresh the knowledge they need, using practical and real experienced-based learning elements.

For this reason, different type of learning approaches would be the best solution in daily life and lifelong training. Smart education enables smart learners to meet the needs and successfully cope with the technologies used at the workplace and necessary for life in the 21st century.

Asked which types of "traditional" lecture parts were included in the courses, the offering institutions replied: knowledge transfer by frontal teaching in seminar form,
introduction (including technical introduction of the training systems and reasoning behind the course, explanation of current learning methods and the experiences of other trainees with the training), individual lecturing and traditional individual preparation of open questions. “Traditional” supporting learning methods were indicated as lectures supported by a presentation programme tool with slides, but including lots of pictures or lectures supported by short video clips. The use of visual aids, handling simulations and games are also frequently mentioned as good tools. Case studies, where applicable, are another good method, as is scenario/story-based learning. In all the offered courses, the institutions thought it very important to use different methods during the day and even in the course of a single lesson or unit.

Communication-supported learning is one of the top learning tools for adults or experienced professionals. The lecturer can initiate topic discussions or ask questions. Discussions in the form of a roundtable, spontaneously proceeding discussions or personal experience reports are welcome instruments. The lecturer can introduce these developments in the classroom by encouraging the participants to speak up if there is something they do not understand, ask additional questions or by asking for feedback.

Both participants and lecturers often prefer team-supported learning, such as collaborative/team-based learning or work in small groups.

Concrete varied, promising and adult suitable methods for application in traditional lectures, combining several elements and for different stages of the teaching and learning process are for example:

- Science Fiction
- TABU
- Spectator
- Active Text Reading
- Learning slogan
- Minutes paper
- Active structure
- Generating questions for examination/assessment
- Brainwriting.

The more technical a topic is, the more experienced, older, mixed or low-skilled the participants; since practice-supported learning is a very good alternative to traditional lecturer-led presentations, lectures should be enriched with practical experience like on-the-job training, experiential learning, learning by doing or simulation tools like virtual training for practical operations and new technologies, as well as practical exercises suitable for individual, pair and group work. The repetition of practical elements is a factor which guarantees the successful understanding and integration of the related content into the participants’ practices and memory.

4.2. Motivation for and in Lifelong Training Courses

Motivation can be improved by several methods. The ideas used in lifelong training courses include motivation by establishing suitable organisational framework, using communication, self-motivating and general motivating methods.

The organisational framework is in itself an opportunity to create new and strengthen pre-existent motivation. Some common rules apply: the lecturers have to be respectful to participants. The timetable or working plan should provide for the changes of lecturers and trainers during the day, and set aside sufficient time for discussion, reflection and exchange of experience. Organisers and lecturers should take into account the autonomy and personal responsibility of adult students. Knowing participants’ backgrounds and utilising that knowledge in discussions can be a very strong instrument for opening up their minds and creating a positive learning atmosphere. As expected, boring topics should be taught taking into account their tediousness. An opportunity not to lose the participants’ attention is the maxim “Legal aspects, yes - but free from time limits”. In spite of participants being adults, a reward for well completed tasks or precise work, e.g. sweets, is always a successful tool.

The essential development of new skills, promotion at the workplace and the advantages of staying abreast of the current trends in decision-making are also promising. All participants should know why they learn, for whom and which advantages they may expect for themselves.

Emphasis on the opportunity to learn new technologies and features without reality or time limits, without stress and expectations, automatically results in the creation of positive, open-minded atmosphere. Lectures for older or unexperienced participants should take the form of a safe room, where mistakes are allowed and accepted, even desirable. In case of e-learning, computer- or web-based tools, the advantage of being able to study anytime and anywhere in the world, travel cost savings and no travel time should be proactively communicated.

The use of a clock, allowing the participants to see when the breaks are, and giving them an opportunity to interrupt the lecture whenever necessary, taking into account and meeting their need for short, flexible breaks which increase concentration, are other structural characteristics of adult learning. Organisers and lecturers should schedule short active breaks when using passive teaching methods and vice versa. The practical part should be scheduled after the lunch break, due to the decreased attention and concentration. One of the best advices is: laughter is very welcome!

Self-motivating ideas for adult courses are the introduction of course objects directly relevant for the participants’ workplaces.
and discussion. Participants find it motivating to know that the opinion of every last one of them is valuable; this inner feeling contributes to the courses’ success. Additionally, courses may allow participants to leave early if required by their activities. Success stories of people who upgraded their qualifications are a welcome motivational factor to be used in different stages of the course. Another motivating factor is the understanding that the improvement of skills makes participants more independent and responsible for specific levels of operative decision-making.

Understanding how new ideas and business changes were developed, the knowledge of the decision-making processes, opening the participants to new ideas, improvements based on the use of artificial intelligence and the manner of their introduction by responsible company managers can contribute to sustainable implementation.

General motivating methods are, e.g., learning mainly based on practical methods, case studies, making course objects relevant for participants, including as many practical examples as possible, no theory without practical implementation/example. Other motivating aspects are: guessing when objects will be introduced using an estimation task, the anticipated results at the end of the lesson, the timing of the teaching and explanation of individual objects, using different types of teaching and training and at least three different methods in the course of the lecture. Games or guesses can be perceived as welcome breaks in trainer-led lectures. The combination of theory and emotions, e.g., storytelling or the use of different sorts of materials, references, infographics, short videos, lectures, podcasts and other resources, can make lessons more interesting. Institutions also offer new online methods of learning and gaining competencies, as well as virtual learning platforms, to engage more people. The use of current IT-oriented decision support tools is a good practical opportunity for updating one’s technical skills. High level of interaction during e-learning, achieved by making available different discussion forum threads or a chat tool for interaction among trainees and trainer and discussion about course contents, can be motivating. The use of new technologies (tablets and apps) is a guarantee of greater involvement.

### 4.3. Practical Parts of Lifelong Training Courses

Alternating methods containing interchanging active and passive parts, shifting between interaction in groups, in pairs or individual work, complete each lecture with the practical postulates of lifelong training and future-oriented courses. Support by trainers includes introduction at the beginning of the course and individual prepping where required. Communication tools such as table top exercises and mini-workshop, are some of the popular practical course parts. Excursions can be used to this end, e.g., visits to transport companies, logistics terminals and manufacturers. The organisation of course activities in special educational centres and teaching in other locations, as well as the use of laptops or mobile devices represent a valuable diversifications of classroom-centred schedules.

Several practical exercises should be incorporated, including observation and discovery, not only observing, but handling actual equipment or using the practical parts of the course for medical care and first aid training by incorporating real exercises involving the treatment of typical injuries into occupational health training, practical training for several circumstance in the fire hall, on-the-job training, e.g., in the port; training should consists of introduction, sample, training and test from all its part. The use of laboratories as practical parts is also valid, and may include the conduct of actual experiments at real labs (chemical, ...) or the use of labs equipped specifically for the training of transport experts and workers. Simulation or virtual training are likewise often used as practical lesson parts, involving simulation tools or training by (driving) simulators, virtual learning of technical details in the framework of the learning-by-doing methodology may include 3D models of transport modes and tools.

### 4.4. Communication

With respect to communication, organisers and lecturers are invited to begin with various “Openers” – starting the day with a short self-introduction of participants, with topic-pertinent information or completely random, unexpected facts, because they will be spending the entire day together. One popular opener is completing the sentence “I’m here today although / because … “ or the expectations of the course worded as a weather forecast. Bringing up own issues and ideas related to the lecture increases motivation and subjective involvement.

Adults are valuable participants; asking them for feedback and having them introduce themselves at the beginning of the course can be used as a tool for demonstrating respect. Another communication method at the end of the lecture is a joint short evaluation involving all participants, feedback with hints for improvement, as well as praise for a work well done.

Communication is a very important constituent of the lifelong training because the employees already have experience in their working fields, and their knowledge and experience are very useful. Courses must include parts in which participants can exchange experiences. The teachers must provide motivation and create opportunities for communication, e.g., by using provocative questions, guesses, asking for opinion or experiences. Communication, as group conversation, must be included in every lesson, minimum 10-15 minutes.

The general communication framework implies necessary interaction with the participants. The lecturers and trainers have
to be motivated to integrate communication into their lessons. Examples of communication events are, for example, introducing the participants and talking about their professions and job experience (“welcome opener”), frontal teaching in seminar form, analysis and the presentation of case studies by participants, opportunity to ask questions and express concerns during lectures or even prepared questions/discussion topics for each topic area. Lunch breaks should also be used as an opportunity for topical discussion, background variability may later be included into discussions, trainees should be given an opportunity to converse with the trainer individually, mini workshops may be organised after each subtopic to encourage comprehensive discussion on the topics just learned, to exchange understanding and experiences. There should be a question & answer session, as well as the final workshop organised at the end, where experts can share their experience.

Evaluation and feedback are also common communication events. At the end of the day or course, the participants get the “last” word, where they say what they have learned during the course or give feedback to the trainer and closing remarks at the end of the day or several times. A prepared questionnaire as feedback for the course can be a useful support for the communication part.

New learning methods and communication include, for example, personal contact when using e-learning platform, to share materials, download examples and interesting links to alternative educational sources, supplemented by the possibility of scheduling individual meetings with the lecturer to discuss his/her progress in the course. A discussion forum, as the main communication tool, or a chat, as complementary tool, facilitating more informal conversation, are also communication.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The lifelong training aspects of future-oriented courses in the framework of the Skilful project cover various transport modes and future trends. (Bekiaris & Loukea, 2017; Ahern et al., 2019; Infante et al., 2019) In the light of future trends and bearing obstacles in mind, the partners of the Skilful project devised novel training schemes for low to medium skilled transport professionals, with the aim of meeting the requirements of future transport systems and the needs of adult transport professionals by providing lifelong training schemes enhancing quality and transparency, and promoting the recognition of competencies and qualifications to increase the mobility of learners and employees.

Lifelong training courses, not limited to the maritime or transport topic, will therefore include future-oriented contents, a good and practicable registration procedure providing all the necessary information for participants, organisers and lecturers. Qualified lecturers and trainers capable of tailoring course contents to the specific focus of the course and participants’ requirements, giving excellent lectures with motivating parts, summarizing relevant learning material and offering real usable factors, delivering clearly structured lectures including introduction, main content, feedback or even assessment. Practical parts support the learning process for individuals and groups, and strengthen motivation which should be further improved by including remarks of concrete relevance for individual participants, their profession, area of work or even concrete workplace in every lecture. Both lecturers and participants recommend reserved communication parts for different reasons: lecturers for informal learning and as part of the lectures used to evaluate knowledge or strengthen motivation. Another important fact is reserved communication, planned and stimulated by lecturers, the chance for important social contacts which improve soft skills and can likewise be used to exchange experiences and learn from other participants. Participants mostly appreciate the possibility to exchange experiences and compare their own professional frameworks with those of other participants. There should be awareness and recognition of intercultural aspects due to globalisation and at best incorporation of suitable subjects. Lecturers should be able to meet the needs and requirements of mixed groups, e.g. participants from different age groups, with varying level of work experience, understanding and responsibility. A repetition or a new learning to learn method should always be included in the course. Lecturers should furthermore be able to use different, adult-suitable methods and alternate methods in the course of a unit. Focus on emotions to increase the motivation to learn and using various motivating methods will guarantee an interested auditorium for the lecturer.

Every single course should include the lifelong training aspects of the European Union like: communication in mother tongue, communication in foreign languages, mathematical competence and basic competence in science and technology, digital competence, learning to learn, social and civic competences, sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; and cultural awareness and expression.
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